EY INTERVIEW WRITING ASSESSMENT
Well done on passing the first round interview! You will undertake EY written report exercise at EY assessment centre
Stage five of the Ernst and Young job.

And finally, we were asked to choose from those eight traits the five top traits necessary to succeed at EY, and
to put together a five-minute group presentation discussing each trait and why it was essential for success at
EY. They are made by Capp Assessments. July 25, , pm 1 Hey guys! Made a huge difference for me. Lunch
and refreshments are served, but not breakfast. If the two are wildly different potentially implying that
someone else took the online test for you , EY may consider your application at risk of rejection. Aptitude
Tests It is highly likely that you will be asked to sit some aptitude tests in-person on the day. First off,
obligatory massive thanks to posters on this forum, thanks to whom I have received an offer from EY for their
assurance graduate scheme! Although it is not timed, time is likely to be a factor in your score. Interview
Questions Why EY? After the test, you should receive some personalised feedback indicating what you did
well and what you could improve on. Ernst and Young grade your ability on each stage between 1 point and 5.
The task basically consisted of some multiple choice maths questions relating to attached charts, graphs, and
other data, and we were also asked to generate an email based on the information. This could be to do with a
difficult client, or a conflict between colleagues or team members. How do you make an entrepreneur? That is,
you will be given a scenario that could feasibly occur during a workday and will have to select how you would
respond. If you are applying to an apprenticeship programme, you will be invited to a telephone interview at
this point. To do this, begin by identifying the steps you need to take to solve the problem. Maybe also do a
few practice numerical and verbal reasoning tests as this will come in handy for the written exercise although
there are no actual repeats of the straight psychometric tests we had to complete just after initial application.
The intent here is for the partner to get an insight into how you think about business, what you think is most
important, and how you approach business development. Answer Question What other internships are you
considering right now? How do they go about doing that?

